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The ominous lung cavity “Tambourine sign”
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Abstract:
Mucinous adenocarcinoma represents a rare subtype of adenocarcinoma of the lung, which is frequently invasive and has a poorer prognosis. Of its wide range of imaging appearances, air-space consolidation is the most frequent pattern while cavitary form has only rarely been reported. Despite imaging advancements, the differentiation of benign and malignant cavitary lung lesions sometimes remains
... to grow hazy about the eyes and begin to be over conscious of my lungs. I do, ... Peter Coffin coffin spoutter rather ominous in that particular connexion thought i, ... twos and threes and going to bed yet no sign of my harpooneer landlord said i,  ... dance to the tambourine some go below some sleep or lie among the coils of ...
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This man before him, so determined and undefined was a tambourine whacker. ... Now, suddenly, nothing he said seemed ominous. ... He swore as he fumbled for support and finally latched onto a metal pole that held up a No Parking sign. ... hand sink through his chest cavity like hot cozing goo and clutch his heart.

Full text of "The Boston medical and surgical journal" - Internet Archive  
https://archive.org/stream/bostonmedicalsur4418mass_djvu.txt
Wounds penetrating into the cavities of the body and into the large ... Dr. S., the possibility of a fracture of the ribs and puncture of the lungs at some point, ... Yet where it is deep, and where these signs fail, the size of the dead bone may ... our annual meetings with a public dinner should be regarded as ominous of good ...

The Project Gutenberg EBook of Bulldog Carney, by W. A. Fraser This ...  
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/45926/45926.txt
A girl who had stared forward with her tambourine to collect stood aghast at the profanity, ... Carney's handy gun held its ominous eye on the boatman, and its owner ... When Jack the Wolf left Fort Victor he headed straight for a little log shack, ... Here the buckskin had come to a halt, filled his lungs with the perfumed air in ...
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